Philadelphia To Decide Survey Appropriations To Aid Parking Problem

University To Receive $12,000 From City; School To Go Ahead Without Grant From Council

The city of Philadelphia will decide on appropriations for a joint survey into the problem of parking in the University area. George H. Turner, director of physical plant, stated that it is expected that the University will send a team to find a solution for the city's traffic problem.

Included in the budget, which the mayor will present to the City Council on December 1, is an amount of money set aside to provide for the survey by a firm of parking consultants. Turner stated further that if the budget is accepted by the city council, the University will definitely engage a consultant to discover its parking problems, which it is expected to add an equal amount to in the next year's budget.

University To Go Ahead

"The council is expected to pass the budget on Wednesday, everyone acting in the University area," Turner stated. "If they don't, the University will attempt to use a team for a city's help," he added.

The parking survey will be a serious one for a number of years, and it is hoped that the results will be of great value to the city council as it administers the parking regulations adopted by the council last week. It is expected that the consultants will study the parking regulations and provide the city with complete information about parking in the University area.

Self Interpretation Man's Right, Stated by Dr. Kurland in Lecture

"Although security exists in conformity of opinions, it is mankind's right to question himself as to the wisdom of any action he may have taken," said Dr. Samuel Kurland in a lecture at the Hillman Foundation.

The topic of Dr. Kurland's lecture was Medici Judaism. In his thesis, Kurland pointed out that the term "the man who was his own judge" has been misunderstood.

The Hexagon Senior Society Chooses 5 New Members

Five new members have been elected to the Hexagon Senior Society, announced its president, John Swepe.

Swepe stated that the society's activities will be increased this year, but that the membership will remain at the same level as last year. The society's main objective is to promote social activities and to encourage the development of personal characteristics.

Sophomore Class Wins Bridge, Softball Contests To Even Score in Rivalry of Frosh-Soph Classes

The sophomores reversed yesterday's double-set-back in Ock's Week events today, when they won the bridge tournament and the softball game from the freshmen.

The bridge tournament was won by the Priestston Club, consisting of: Gerald Born, Harold Schuster, and Bob Oppenheim. Representing the seniors, the club scored 35-24. The freshmen came in second with a score of 32-28.

The softball game was played at the softball field and was won by the sophomores, 13-7. The seniors were represented by: William White, Harold Schuster, and Robert Oppenheim. The freshmen were represented by: William White, Harold Schuster, and Robert Oppenheim.

Frosh Enrollment Down By Three From 1954; Four Schools Show Loss

Reasons Cited For Enrollment Increase In Past Years Are Better Publicity, Need for Teachers, Engineers

Total freshman enrollment for 1955 dropped by three persons from last year's figures, although acceptance for four University schools increased, enrollment figures released yesterday show.

Schools showing increases in enrollment were the School of Auxiliary Medical Services, the School of Engineering, the School of Social Welfare, and the School of Nursing.

Senior Missing Record Pictures Get Last Chance

Seniors who missed appointments to have their yearbooks taken free of charge will still have a last chance to get their pictures taken, John Dugan, editor-in-chief of the Record, announced yesterday.

Only a few days remain in the Record's contract with the Pratt Studios. Since the appointment schedules have been completed for all the estimated 1,180 graduates, the remaining time is open to those who missed having their portraits taken. The last round of sittings is expected to be completed by the thirty-five per cent who have failed to meet their appointments.

The photographer will be taking portraits for the final two weeks. Seniors are reminded to keep their appointments or promptly change them by coming to the studio in the Franklin School Building.

Sixty-nine per cent, 770, of the seniors have received their yearbook cards to return to the Pratt Studio on the first of the month. The remaining thirty-five per cent will be processed next week.

The School of Medicine, the School of Arts and Sciences, and the School of Continuing Education are still awaiting action of the Highways and Parking Board for their completion, no parking will be available in those areas until the boards agree on a parking plan.

The Mobile X-ray unit for the University Health Service, which is located between College Hall and Moore Hall, will be in use from Monday, November 13, to Saturday, November 18.

The unit will be available to the University community during the week, and five appointments are awarded for each visit. The unit will be at the Moore School.

Student Holds Mass X-Ray Program

The mass X-ray program sponsored by the Student Health Service will be taking place on Wednesday, November 15, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The program gives every student in the University a chance to have a mass X-ray free of charge. Students may go to the mobile unit and have a chest X-ray from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Wednesday.

In stating that this reasoning must be understood, his conclusion must be shown in his attractiveness as Dr. Kurland stated, "you are handing him your answer, not his."
The Quaker City Six is a musical group that has been playing together for over a decade. They are known for their energetic performances and their ability to engage with their audience. In this interview, they share insights into their upbringing, their approach to music, and their future plans.

**Eddie Donald, Leader of the Quaker City Six, discussing his enthusiasm for the drums.**

**Armstrong** and Benny Kriger of Holiday Valley fame. At present he plays either the bass or the drums, depending on which instrument he has been introduced to.

During the last few years he has appeared in practically every available entertainment medium (except motion pictures), and he has been heard as the drummer in several outstanding Eastern clubs. Their last big appearance was October 21st at Carnegie Hall, on a program that included Snat Hall, Linton, Hampson, and a host of other stars, and was reviewed by Steve Allen. The only drum band on the program, they received a tremendous reception from the audience.

There is a considerable experience on radio. He first appeared with Banjo Allen on his show in July, 1934. Last summer, he appeared on Bobinos and Deltroit," a disc jockey program originating at WNJN in Newark. When Johnson went on vacation, Eddie proved the entire show.

**Podium Moment At Jimmy Ryan's**

A great jazz moment occurred at Jimmy Ryan's one night last month. The Six were in the spotlight cutting loose with "Dreamy Georgia Brown" when they noticed that Walter Daley and the other regulars had forsaken their intervention to come back and listen. It was an unusual happening and quite a tribute to a bunch of "kids."

This past summer Eddie and disc jockey Ted Johnson sponsored the "River Boat Shuffle," a series of four dance contests conducted on the Hudson River.

---

**Philadelphia Spotlights**

by Franklin Brown

The Quaker City Six was shown in an impressive jam session on the deck. This took place following one of the four dixieland ensembles on the Hudson River.

Last February, Seventeen magazine ran a story on the three top college dixieland bands in America. Along with the famous Tiptertown Five, and the Springstreet (Williams College) groups, the Eddie Donald Quaker City Six.

After a year or so in private life, Eddie is back in New as a senior in the Wharton School. As leader of the Eddie Abrahams "Six" they are going to be heard from more frequently.

In 1935 they gave their first public appearance at High School. Since then they have played at various social functions and have become quite popular with the students. They have also given their services to several community organizations.

**Eddie Donald, Leader of the Quaker City Six**

The Six has not played on the campus where they first go to a concert for almost a year. The results were tremendous. "We try to concentrate on more than just jazz," says Eddie. "We think that the general public can appreciate more than just jazz, and that music is a whole lot more than just jazz."

"We generally don't use a saxophone or any other kind of instrument," says Eddie. "We like to play here more often, but we don't like to play only for jazz buffs."

The Six has not been in the music world for very long, although they do have a tremendous following in the music world, of course, is still the center of the three thousand people singing the Quaker City Six.

The Six is no longer in the music world, but rather in the recording world, as a group of professional entertainers. The leader of the Six is Eddie Donald, who is also running the Eddie Donald Booking Agency in Newark, N. J. At present, he is working on college bookings exclusively.

The Six has had several bookings, but the biggest booking they have had so far is the Quaker City Six. They have been heard on the radio, and have appeared on television. The Six is rapidly becoming a household name, and is becoming very popular with the general public."
LaSalle Harriers Edge Penn 27-29, in Finale

Closing its regular season with a 5-3 mark, Penn's cross-country team lost to LaSalle 5-3 on the Explorers' 4-mile course yesterday.

The first of four men bettered the 1953 winning time of George Haralas which was registered, the last time both teams ran on the course, Earl Blatt and three other Quakers who won in 23:43, but his second straight meet by splitting a way from Penn's Jim Smith and Dan Maltese at the end.

Eldridge Triumphs

Elridge Bassett won the mile, ahead of the Quaker duo, who tied for second in 2:29. Both Smith and Maltese are also tied for first man on the team as a result of an ankle injury to Quaker star Jerry Barr, who has not run the last two meets.

Harkins led a trio of Explorers to places fourth, although running in fourth seconds faster than the Quakers, who placed more than a third of a mile in front of Bassett.

Both courses, the Penn cross-country team, by a 4-0 score.

Although posting a 500 record, the Quakers were able to place only one man in the top 10, centering solidly in the middle of the pack.

The Explorers, however, did a much better job of getting along all their meets on foreign ground.

The Explorers have lost its first game, against two point squeaker to LaSalle, but team sped to its fastest times in its last two meets.

In that department, he also indicated the strength and quality of the team, by a 4-0 score.

Geared, one of the most powerful high school soccer teams in the area, won their first game, against Wilkes-Barre yesterday, at Stewart Field.

Penn JV Booters Lose for First Time

The University of Pennsylvania junior varsity soccer squad lose its first game, against West of the Schuylkill, but on Stewart Field, by a 4-0 score.

Penn JV Booters Lose for First Time

The University of Pennsylvania junior varsity soccer squad lose its first game, against West of the Schuylkill, but on Stewart Field, by a 4-0 score.

The line, headed up by Dan

Tischyak and Tony Capone, turned in a fine defensive performance, digging in to halt the visitors whenever it appeared they might have a scoring chance. Action was fast and furious in the midfield.

Beamon, Kapchuk Excel

But Butler doesn't stop there. Penn's Chris Reville, who is the all-star quarterback tagged by the Quakers, is a multi-threat performer, may be side- }

The Explorers beat Lafayette in the first game, against West of the Schuylkill, but on Stewart Field, by a 4-0 score.

The workhorse of the day in the running department for Penn was halfback Alex DeLucia and the running department for Penn was halfback Alex DeLucia and the running department for Penn was halfback Alex DeLucia and the running department for Penn was halfback Alex DeLucia.

He also indicated the strength and quality of the team, by a 4-0 score.

Schaefer has played in as many contests it has played to date averages two goals per game. They were glad to have

In the backfield it was nothing but good news for the visitors whenever it appeared they might have a scoring chance. Action was fast and furious in the midfield.

Fencing Manager

In the backfield it was nothing but good news for the visitors whenever it appeared they might have a scoring chance. Action was fast and furious in the midfield.

Fencing Manager

"Not only is it a fine display of our strength and quality of the team, but it is also a really polished outfit. Despite halfback Alex DeLucia and stal- }

In that department, he also indicated the strength and quality of the team, by a 4-0 score.

For Notre Dame

The Red and Blue gridders went through a fast and rugged conference season, but the Fighting Irish were greeted by a one record.

Harkins led a trio of Explorers to places fourth, although running in fourth seconds faster than the Quakers, who placed more than a third of a mile in front of Bassett.

In that department, he also indicated the strength and quality of the team, by a 4-0 score.

"Not only is it a fine display of our strength and quality of the team, but it is also a really polished outfit. Despite halfback Alex DeLucia and stal-
Beware!!
In buying clothing be sure that it is well tailored and tailored without charge.

VARSITY SHOP
Opposite Men's Dorms

SALE
Aqua Guard Raincoats
IT'S SURE TO RAIN NOW $17.90
VARSITY SHOP
Opposite Men's Dorms

ATTENTION
Architectural and Engineering Students
Why Spend More Than Is Necessary
For Your Drafting & Engineering Supplies?
GET YOUR POCKET GUARD FREE
While Supplies Last Or More
By Presenting Your Matriculation Card
BARCLAY BROTHERS, INC.
5350 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, PA 19139

MENU
LUNCH—11:30-2:00
Breaded Veal Cutlet
Grilled Sirloin Steak

DINNER—5:30-7:00

“CHINESE RESTAURANT”
146 N. 19TH STREET
Open—11 A.M. to 3 A.M.
The Most Outstanding
Food in the
Heart of Chinatown

IN buying clothing be sure
that it is well tailored and
tailored without charge.

NOW READY
Dr. Bloch's
Directory of Magicians
(World's Largest Directory)
President
EASTERN MAGICAL SOC.
210 Rivington Street
New York 1, N. Y.

ATTENTION
The Directories of Magicians
A COMPLETE DIRECTORY
OF WORLD'S FAMOUS
MAGICIANS

“CHINESE RESTAURANT”
146 N. 19TH STREET
Open—11 A.M. to 3 A.M.
The Most Outstanding
Food in the
Heart of Chinatown

WHY HENRY CABOT LODGE, JR.,
reads The Reader's Digest

"I am old that the Digest is now published in 12 languages,
and bought each month by more than 10 million people. By
strengthening understanding among individuals, the Digest
helps people of many different nations to share their
experiences and ideals. That is why I, for one, read the Digest
—and why I believe it helps create the conditions of world
peace which we all seek."—From a statement in November Reader's Digest by the U.S. Representative to the United Nations.

In November Reader's Digest don't miss:

WHAT'S THIS?

INTO OUT FOR LUCKY DROODLES!

EVEN BETTER . . . CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER.

38 articles of lasting interest, including the best from leading magazines and current books, condensed to save your time.

LUCY'S TASTE BETTER - Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

LUCY'S TASTE BETTER - Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

LUCY'S TASTE BETTER - Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!